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1. 1607 × 1607 = ? 

a) 2582440   b) 2582449
2. 796 × 796 – 204 × 204 = ?  

a) 592000   b) 582999
3. 5358 × 51 = ? 

a) 273258   b) 273268
4. 587 × 999 = ? 

a) 586413   b) 587523
5. 1904 × 1904 = ? 

a) 384413   b) 387523
6. 666 ÷ 6 ÷ 3 =?  

a) 333    b) 111
7. (112 × 54) = ? 

a) 67000   b) 70000
8. If (64)2 – (36)2 = 20 × x, then x = ?  

a) 70    b) 120

9. 
(��� � ���)� � (��� �  ���)� 

(��� ×  ���)
 = ?  

a) 4    b) 100
10. The value of 0.213 ÷ 0.00213 is:  

a) 1         b) 10      
11. The unit digit in the product of 268 

a) 5    b) 3  
12. What is the unit digit in 365 × 659 × 7

a) 5    b) 3  
13. If the number 517*324 is completely div

a) 0    b) 1 
14. If the number 481*673 is completely divisible by 9, then the smallest whole number in place of * will be: 

a) 5    b) 2 
15. If the number 97215*6 is completely divisible by 11, then the smallest whole number in place of * will be: 

a) 3    b) 2 
16. If the number 91876*2 is completely divisible by 8, then the smallest whole number in place of * will be: 

a) 5    b) 2 
17. If the number 42573* is completely divisible by 72, then the smallest whole number in place of * will be: 

a) 5    b) 2 
18. If the product 4864×9P2 is completely divisible by 12, the value of P is:

a) 1    b) 2 
19. A 3 digit number 4a3 is added to another 3

by 11. then, (a+b)= ?   
a) 10    b) 11

20. If the number 653xy is divisible by 90, then (
a) 2    b) 4 

21. Which one of the following numbers is completely divisible by 45?
a) 181560   b) 331145

22. What smallest number should be added to 4456 so that the sum is completely divisible by 6?
a) 1    b) 2 

23. Which natural number is nearest to 
a) 9152   b) 9240

24. The largest 4-digit number exactly divisible by 88 is:
a) 9944   b) 9768

25. The largest 5-digit number exactly divisible by 91 is:
a) 99921   b) 99918
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Divisibility 

b) 2582449  c) 4277865  d) 3456785

b) 582999  c) 568777  d) 582000

b) 273268  c) 273248  d) 273278

b) 587523  c) 614823  d) 615173 

87523  c) 3625216  d) 7151

b) 111   c) 84   d) 37 

b) 70000  c) 76500  d) 77200 

b) 120   c) 180   d) 140 

b) 100   c) 44   d) None

b) 10        c) 100        d) none of these 
The unit digit in the product of 268 × 539 × 826 × 102 is: 

   c) 4   d) 2 
771?  
   c) 4   d) 2 

If the number 517*324 is completely divisible by 3, then the smallest whole number in place of * will be: 
   c) 2   d) None 

If the number 481*673 is completely divisible by 9, then the smallest whole number in place of * will be: 
   c) 7   d) 6  

If the number 97215*6 is completely divisible by 11, then the smallest whole number in place of * will be: 
   c) 7   d) 6  

If the number 91876*2 is completely divisible by 8, then the smallest whole number in place of * will be: 
   c) 3   d) 6  

If the number 42573* is completely divisible by 72, then the smallest whole number in place of * will be: 
   c) 3   d) 6  

9P2 is completely divisible by 12, the value of P is: 
   c) 3   d) 4  

A 3 digit number 4a3 is added to another 3-digit number 984 to give a 4 digit number 13b7, which is divisible 

b) 11   c) 13   d) 15 
is divisible by 90, then (x+y) = ? 

   c) 6   d) 8 
of the following numbers is completely divisible by 45? 

b) 331145  c) 202860  d) 203550
What smallest number should be added to 4456 so that the sum is completely divisible by 6?

   c) 3   d) 4  
Which natural number is nearest to 9217 which is completely divisible by 88? 

b) 9240  c) 9064   d) 9184
digit number exactly divisible by 88 is: 

b) 9768  c) 9988   d) 8888
digit number exactly divisible by 91 is: 

b) 99918  c) 99981  d) 99971
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d) 3456785 

d) 582000 

d) 273278 

d) 615173  

15143  

d) 77200  

 

None  

d) none of these  

isible by 3, then the smallest whole number in place of * will be:  
d) None  

If the number 481*673 is completely divisible by 9, then the smallest whole number in place of * will be:  

If the number 97215*6 is completely divisible by 11, then the smallest whole number in place of * will be:  

If the number 91876*2 is completely divisible by 8, then the smallest whole number in place of * will be:  
   

If the number 42573* is completely divisible by 72, then the smallest whole number in place of * will be:  

a 4 digit number 13b7, which is divisible 

d) 203550 
What smallest number should be added to 4456 so that the sum is completely divisible by 6? 

d) 9184 

d) 8888 

d) 99971 
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26. What is the least positive integer that is divisible by each of the integers 1 through 6, inclusive? 
(A) 60    (B) 120

27. What is the least positive integer that is divisible by each of the non
inclusive?  
a) 120    b) 360

28. The integers between 1 and 100, inclusive, are put in list A if they are divisible by 2 and in the list B if they are 
divisible by 3. How many integers in list A are not in list B?
a) 11         b) 16        

29. The number 3072 is divisible by both 6 and 8. Which one of the following is the first integer larger than 3072 
that is also divisible by both 6 and 8?
(A) 3078   (B) 3084

30. If each of the three non-zero numbers 
the following the numbers? 
(A) 8    (B) 27

31. How many different positive integers are factors of 294? 
a) 6    b) 8 

32. If n = 2p, where p is a prime number greater than 2, how many different positive even divisors does 
including n ?  
(A) One   (B) Two

33. If n = 2pq, where p and q are distinct prime numbers greater than 2, how many different positive even 
divisors does n have, including n ?  
a) Two    b) Three

34. When A is divided by D, the quotient is 11 and the remainder is 
to A ?  
(A) 11D   (B) 11 + 

35. The number 3 divides a with a result of 
remainder of 1. What is the value of 
(A) 13    (B) 17

36. What least number must be subtracted from 13601, so that the remainder is divisible by 87?
a) 23    b) 29

37. The remainder when the positive integer 
7. Which one of the following could 
(A) 45    (B) 53

38. On dividing a number by 68, we get 269 as quotient and 0 as remainder. On dividing the same number by 67, 
what will be the remainder?  
a) 1    b) 0 

39. On dividing a number by 56, we get 29 as remainder. On dividing the same number by 8, what will be the 
remainder?  
a) 1    b) 0 

40. On dividing a number by 5, we get 3 as remainder. On dividing the square of the number by 5, what will be the 
remainder?  
a) 1    b) 0 

41. The difference of the squares of two consecutive even integers is divisible by which of the following integ
a) 3    b) 4 

42. The difference of the squares of two consecutive odd integers is divisible by which of the following integers? 
a) 3    b) 4 

43. If n is a natural number, then (6n2+6n
a) 6 only   b) 12 on

44. n is a whole number which when divided by 4 gives 3 as remainder
divided by 4?  
a) 2    b) 4 

45. When a positive integer k is divided by 6, the reminder is 3. What is the r
a) 0    b) 1 

46. What is the number of integers between 101 & 199 which are exactly divisible by 5 or 7? 
a) 15    b) 11
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What is the least positive integer that is divisible by each of the integers 1 through 6, inclusive? 
(B) 120   (C) 180   (D) 240

What is the least positive integer that is divisible by each of the non-prime integers between 1 and 10

b) 360   c) 864   d) 4,320
The integers between 1 and 100, inclusive, are put in list A if they are divisible by 2 and in the list B if they are 
divisible by 3. How many integers in list A are not in list B?    

b) 16          c) 25         d) 34      
The number 3072 is divisible by both 6 and 8. Which one of the following is the first integer larger than 3072 
that is also divisible by both 6 and 8? 

(B) 3084  (C) 3086  (D) 309
zero numbers a, b, and c is divisible by 3, then abc must be divisible by which one of 

(B) 27   (C) 81   (D) 121
How many different positive integers are factors of 294?  

   c) 9   d) 12 
is a prime number greater than 2, how many different positive even divisors does 

(B) Two  (C) Three  (D) Four
are distinct prime numbers greater than 2, how many different positive even 

 
b) Three  c) Four   d) Six 

, the quotient is 11 and the remainder is C. Which of the following expressions is e

11 + C  (C) 11D + C  (D) 11(
with a result of b and a remainder of 2. The number 3 divides 

remainder of 1. What is the value of a ? 
(B) 17   (C) 21   (D) 23 

What least number must be subtracted from 13601, so that the remainder is divisible by 87?
b) 29   c) 27   d) 26 

The remainder when the positive integer m is divided by 7 is x. The remainder when 
7. Which one of the following could m equal? 

(B) 53   (C) 72   (D) 85 
On dividing a number by 68, we get 269 as quotient and 0 as remainder. On dividing the same number by 67, 

   c) 2   d) 4  
On dividing a number by 56, we get 29 as remainder. On dividing the same number by 8, what will be the 

   c) 2   d) 5  
On dividing a number by 5, we get 3 as remainder. On dividing the square of the number by 5, what will be the 

   c) 2   d) 4 
The difference of the squares of two consecutive even integers is divisible by which of the following integ

   c) 6   d) 7 
The difference of the squares of two consecutive odd integers is divisible by which of the following integers? 

   c) 6   d) 8 
+6n) is always divisible by: 

b) 12 only  c) both 6 and 12 d) 18 only 
is a whole number which when divided by 4 gives 3 as remainder. What will be the remainder when 2n is 

   c) 6   d) 8 
When a positive integer k is divided by 6, the reminder is 3. What is the reminder when 5k is divided by 3? 

   c) 2   d) 3 
What is the number of integers between 101 & 199 which are exactly divisible by 5 or 7? 

b) 11   c) 25   d) 30 
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 What is the least positive integer that is divisible by each of the integers 1 through 6, inclusive?  
(D) 240    

prime integers between 1 and 10, 

d) 4,320 
The integers between 1 and 100, inclusive, are put in list A if they are divisible by 2 and in the list B if they are 

   
          

The number 3072 is divisible by both 6 and 8. Which one of the following is the first integer larger than 3072 

(D) 3096   
must be divisible by which one of 

(D) 121   

is a prime number greater than 2, how many different positive even divisors does n have, 

(D) Four   
are distinct prime numbers greater than 2, how many different positive even 

. Which of the following expressions is equal 

11(D + 1)   
and a remainder of 2. The number 3 divides b with a result of 2 and a 

    
What least number must be subtracted from 13601, so that the remainder is divisible by 87? 

. The remainder when m is divided by 14 is x + 

    
On dividing a number by 68, we get 269 as quotient and 0 as remainder. On dividing the same number by 67, 

On dividing a number by 56, we get 29 as remainder. On dividing the same number by 8, what will be the 

On dividing a number by 5, we get 3 as remainder. On dividing the square of the number by 5, what will be the 

The difference of the squares of two consecutive even integers is divisible by which of the following integers?  

The difference of the squares of two consecutive odd integers is divisible by which of the following integers?  

d) 18 only  
. What will be the remainder when 2n is 

eminder when 5k is divided by 3?   

What is the number of integers between 101 & 199 which are exactly divisible by 5 or 7?  
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47. What is the sum of all integers lying between 200 and 400 that are multipl
a) 8729   b) 8700

48. If x is an integer and y=3x+2, which of the following CANNOT be a divisor of y?
a) 1    b) 11

49. If p is a positive integer and 
���

��
 is an integer, then the minimum  number of different prime factors 

have is:  
a) One    b) Two

50. The positive integer n is divisible by 16. If 
�

��
?  

a)  13    b)  14
Math: Answer Table   

1.B 2.A 3.A 4.
11.C 12.C 13.C 14.
21.C 22.B 23.B 24.
31.D 32.B 33.C 34.
41.B 42.D 43.C 44.

Number Divisibility Tests
2 A number is divisible by 2

2, 4, 6 or 8). 
3 A number is divisible by 3

divisible by 3. 
4 A number is divisible by 4

the last two digits is divisible by 4.
5 A number is divisible by 5

or 5. 
6 A number is divisible by 6

2 AND it is divisible by 3. 
7 Take the last digit, double it, and subtract it from the 

rest of the number, if the answer is divisible by 
(including 0), then the number is divisible by 7.

8 A number is divisible by 8
the last three digits is divisible by 8.

9 A number is divisible by 9
divisible by 9. 

10 A number is divisible by 10 
11 Sum every second digit and then subtract all other 

digits and the answer is 0 or is divisible by 11; then 
the number is divisible by 11. 

12 If the number is dibisible by 3 & 4, it is also divisible 
by 12.  

µwgK 
bs 

welq

1 PjwZ gv‡mi Kv‡i›U G‡dqvm©  
2  Bretton Woods Conference/System, 

 Bretton Woods Orgs: World Bank, IMF, 
 ADB, New Development Bank (NDB)
 Roles & activities in BD. 
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lying between 200 and 400 that are multiples of 7?  
b) 8700  c) 8428   d) 8278

If x is an integer and y=3x+2, which of the following CANNOT be a divisor of y? 
b) 11   c) 5   d) 3 

is an integer, then the minimum  number of different prime factors 

b) Two   c) Three  d) Four

is divisible by 16. If √� is greater than 16, which of the following could be the value of 

14   c)  15   d)  17 

4.A 5.C 6.D 7.B 8.D 
14.C 15.A 16.C 17.D 18.A 
24.A 25.B 26.A 27.B 28.D 
34.C 35.D 36.B 37.B 38.A 
44.A 45.A 46.D 47.A 48.D 

Divisibility Rules: 

Divisibility Tests Example
A number is divisible by 2, if the last digit is even (0, 168 is divisible by 2 since the last digit is 8.

A number is divisible by 3, if the sum of the digits is 168 is divisible by 3 since the sum of the digits is 15 
(1+6+8=15), and 15 is divisible by 3.

A number is divisible by 4, if the number formed by 
the last two digits is divisible by 4. 

316 is divisible by 4 since 16 is divisible by 4.

A number is divisible by 5, if the last digit is either 0 195 is divisible by 5 since the last digit is 5.

A number is divisible by 6, if it is divisible by 
 

168 is divisible by 6 since it is divisible by 2
is divisible by 3. 

Take the last digit, double it, and subtract it from the 
rest of the number, if the answer is divisible by 
(including 0), then the number is divisible by 7. 

 

8, if the number formed by 
the last three digits is divisible by 8. 

7,120 is divisible by 8 since 120 is divisible by 8.

A number is divisible by 9, if the sum of the digits is 549 is divisible by 9 since the sum of the digits is 18 
(5+4+9=18), and 18 is divisible by 9.

A number is divisible by 10  if the last digit is 0. 1,470 is divisible by 10 since the last digit is 0.
Sum every second digit and then subtract all other 
digits and the answer is 0 or is divisible by 11; then 
the number is divisible by 11.  

To see whether 9488699 is divisible by 11. Sum 
every second digits 4+8+9=21, then subtract the 
sum of other digits: 21 
divisible by 11, hence 9488699 is divisible by 11.

If the number is dibisible by 3 & 4, it is also divisible  

General Knowledge  

G mßv‡ni wm‡jevm  

welq ‡idv

Kv‡i›U G‡dqvm©

Bretton Woods Conference/System,  
World Bank, IMF,  

ADB, New Development Bank (NDB), 
Roles & activities in BD.   

mvaviY Áv‡bi ‡h‡Kvb ÷vÛvW© eB 
Aa¨vq mg~n fvjfv‡e co‡
DBwKwcwWqv A_ev cÖwZôv‡bi wbR¯^ A
cÖwZôvb mg~‡ni Rb¥ mvj, m`m¨ msL¨v, 
KvR, cÖwZôvb cÖavb, evsjv‡`‡k Kvh©µg BZ¨vw` welq mg~n fvj 
fv‡e ‡R‡b wb‡j|   
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d) 8278 

is an integer, then the minimum  number of different prime factors p could 

d) Four 

is greater than 16, which of the following could be the value of 

     

9.A 10.C 
 19.A 20.B 
 29.D 30.B 
 39.D 40.D 
 49.B 50. D 

Example 
168 is divisible by 2 since the last digit is 8. 

168 is divisible by 3 since the sum of the digits is 15 
(1+6+8=15), and 15 is divisible by 3. 

is divisible by 4 since 16 is divisible by 4. 

195 is divisible by 5 since the last digit is 5. 

divisible by 6 since it is divisible by 2 AND it 

7,120 is divisible by 8 since 120 is divisible by 8. 

549 is divisible by 9 since the sum of the digits is 18 
4+9=18), and 18 is divisible by 9. 

1,470 is divisible by 10 since the last digit is 0. 
To see whether 9488699 is divisible by 11. Sum 
every second digits 4+8+9=21, then subtract the 

 – (9+8+6+9)= - 11, -11 is 
divisible by 11, hence 9488699 is divisible by 11. 

idv‡iÝ  

dqvm© - PjwZ msL¨v| 
Kvb ÷vÛvW© eB †_‡K GB welq msµvšÍ 

e co‡Z n‡e| me‡P‡q fvj n‡e 
bi wbR¯^ A‡qemvBU †_‡K ‡mB 

ni Rb¥ mvj, m`m¨ msL¨v, †nW‡KvqvU©vi, cÖavb 
k Kvh©µg BZ¨vw` welq mg~n fvj 
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µwgK bs welq 
1 evMaviv/cÖev` cÖePb-1 

µwgK 
bs 

welq

1 1. BbcyU BDwbU   
2 2. AvDUcyU BDwbU   

Questions 
Senior Officer – 2011 

Officer – 2011  

welq 
g¨v_ 1| K¬vm †jKPv‡ii mg¯Í g¨v_ 
Bswjk 1| ‡jKPvikx‡Ui mKj AvB
evsjv 1| Kgc‡ÿ 50 wU e¨vsK cÖkœ 
Kw¤úDUvi I AvBwU  1| cÖ`Ë wm‡jevm hZUv m¤¢e fvjfv

mvaviY Ávb 1| cÖ`Ë wm‡jevm hZUv m¤¢e fvjfv

wUD‡Uvwiqvj - 4 1| AvMvgx K¬v‡m 25

SL Main 
Word 

Option-1 

1 Capricious  redoubtable  constant 

2 Ameliorate  increase  worsen 

3 Eulogy  defamation  fluctuation 

4 Analogous  resolving 
inconsistency 

lacking 
similarity 

5 Attenuate  lighten  loosen 

6 Inundate  drain  erupt 

7 Lull  pronounced 
interest  

intense 
discussion 

8 Enormous  soft  average 

9 Lethargic energetic  lazy

10 Exodus  influx  homecoming 

11 Quiescent  active dormant 

12 Enlarge  inflate  expand 

13 Whimsical  fanciful unpredictable 

14 Equity  Uprightness  justice 

15 Native  exotic  rustic 
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evsjv 
G mßv‡ni wm‡jevm (‡nvg IqvK©)  

‡idv‡iÝ 
Õwelq evsjvÕ (Wt †mŠwgÎ †kLi)t  c„ôv -244 - 
Ab¨ †h‡Kvb evsjv e¨KiY eB|  

 

Computer & IT 
G mßv‡ni wm‡jevm  

welq ‡idv

BwR Kw¤úDUvi eB‡qi wØZxq Aa¨v
cwi”Q` LywUbvwU mn Kgc‡ÿ wZbevi co

Question Solution 
(Homework) 

Agrani Bank Ltd.  
General Knowledge 

  
  

‡nvg IqvK© I covïbv  

KiYxq 
ii mg¯Í g¨v_ †d«k K‡i LvZvq Zz‡j ivL‡Z n‡e| wi‡Ubt wiwfkb| 

Ui mKj AvB‡Ug Lye fvjfv‡e AvZ¥ ’̄ Ki‡Z n‡e| 1 - 4 ‡jKPvikx
ÿ 50 wU e¨vsK cÖkœ †N‡U evMaviv/cÖev` cÖePb Gi mg Í̄ cÖkœ¸‡jv Kv‡j± 

jevm hZUv m¤¢e fvjfv‡e †kl Kiæb| GKBmv‡_ 2wU cÖ‡kœi mKj GgwmwKD Kgc

jevm hZUv m¤¢e fvjfv‡e †kl Kiæb| GKBmv‡_ 2wU cÖ‡kœi mKj GgwmwKD Kgc

25 wgwb‡U 35 gvK©‡mi wUD‡Uvwiqvj †bqv n‡e| wm‡jevmt Bswjk I g¨v_ 

Antonyms  

Option-2 Option-3 Option-4 

constant  phlegmatic  solitary  

worsen  clasp  dissemble  

fluctuation  characterization  hallucination  

lacking 
similarity  

repetitive  unremarkable  

loosen  worsen  strengthen 

erupt  exit  decelerate  

intense 
discussion  

speedy resolution  increased 
activity  

average  tiny  weak  

lazy indifferent  bored  

homecoming  return  restoration  

dormant  weak  unconcerned  

expand  bump up  contract  

unpredictable  impulsive  predictable  

justice  integrity  bias  

rustic  elegant  local  
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iÝ  
 253, 9g-10g †kÖwY †evW© eB Ges 

idv‡iÝ  

qi wØZxq Aa¨v‡qi Z…Zxq I PZz_©, `ywU 
ÿ wZbevi co‡Z n‡e|  

Computer 

Ubt wiwfkb|  
jKPvikx‡Ui me AvB‡Ug wiwfkb| 

‡j± Ki‡Z n‡e| 
kœi mKj GgwmwKD Kgc‡ÿ 5 evi co–b| 

kœi mKj GgwmwKD Kgc‡ÿ 5 evi co–b| 

jevmt Bswjk I g¨v_ -1,2,3, 4 | 

g~j k‡ãi  
evsjv A_© 

Answer 

 2 

 2 

 1 

 2 

 4 

 1 

 4 

 3 

 1 

 1 

 1 

 4 

 4 

 4 

 1 
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SL 
1 A country ruled by two country
2 A dramatic performance
3 A lady’s purse 
4 A man of odd habits 
5 A man who dances to the tunes of his wife
6 A nation engaged in war
7 A person behind time 
8 A person who wishes to throw his establishment
9 A place of good climate 

10 A place of washing dishes adjoining 
11 A religious song 
12 A remarkable talent 
13 A short but amusing story
14 A verse letter 
15 Act of killing one’s wife 
16 An animal story with a moral
17 An instrument for viewing 
18 An unknown person 
19 Animals living on land and in water
20 Appointment by two parties to settle a dispute
21 Art of cutting tree and bushes into ornamental shape
22 At the same time 
23 Award given after death
24 Borrow ideas and steal others words/writing/work
25 Care taker of a public building
26 Change one’s mind too quickly
27 Congratulate somebody in formal manner
28 Contempt of God 
29 Creature having both male and female organs
30 Cure for all disease 
31 Custom of having many husbands
32 Custom of having many wives
33 Dealing of counterfeit things
34 Disease which is spread by contact
35 Doctor who treats children
36 Equal in rank 
37 Fault that may be forgiven
38 Favoring own kith and kin
39 Fear/dislike of crowd 
40 Fear of darkness/ living in darkness
41 Fear of death/ dead bodies 
42 Fear of  suffering and disease
43 Fear of failure 
44 Fear of foreigners 
45 Fear of God 
46 Fear of height 
47 Fear of making decisions
48 Fear of radiation 
49 Fear of riding a car/vehicle 
50 Fear of going school 
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Substitution in a Word 
Definition 

A country ruled by two country 
A dramatic performance 

dances to the tunes of his wife 
A nation engaged in war 

A person who wishes to throw his establishment 
 

A place of washing dishes adjoining kitchen 

A short but amusing story 

 
An animal story with a moral 
An instrument for viewing objects at a distance 

Animals living on land and in water 
Appointment by two parties to settle a dispute 
Art of cutting tree and bushes into ornamental shape 

Award given after death 
Borrow ideas and steal others words/writing/work 
Care taker of a public building 
Change one’s mind too quickly 
Congratulate somebody in formal manner 

Creature having both male and female organs 

Custom of having many husbands 
Custom of having many wives 
Dealing of counterfeit things 
Disease which is spread by contact 
Doctor who treats children 

Fault that may be forgiven 
Favoring own kith and kin 

darkness/ living in darkness 
dead bodies  

disease 

Fear of making decisions 

Fear of riding a car/vehicle  
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Substituted Word 
Condominium 

Masque 
Reticule 

Eccentric 
Henpecked 
Belligerent 
Antiquated 
Anarchist 

Sanatorium 
Scullery 
Hymn 

Prodigy 
Anecdote 

Epistle 
Uxoricide 

Fable 
Telescope 

Anonymous 
Amphibian 

Arbiter 
Topiary 

Contemporary 
Posthumous 
Plagiarism 
Custodian 
Vacillation 
Felicitate 

Blasphemy 
Hermaphrodite 

Panacea 
Polyandry 
Polygamy 
Forgery 

Contagious 
Pediatrician 

Peer 
Venial 

Nepotism 
Ochlophobia 
Lygophobia 

Necrophobia 
Pathophobia 
Atychiphobia 
Xenophobia 
Zeusophobia 
Acrophobia 

Decidophobia 
Radiophobia 

Amaxophobia 
Scolionophobia 
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1. Banking as a career/Career in banks/Banking as a profession.

2. Ethics in banking.  

3. Importance of Banks in the daily life of a citizen. 

4. Importance of banking sector in our national economy. 

5. ‘The Functions of a Commercial Bank’ 

6. Role of banks in economic development 

7. Role of banks in sustainable

8. Discuss how commercial banks 

9. ‘Providing Rural Finance by Commercial Banks of Bangladesh: Challenges and Remedies’. 

10.  Role of banks in entrepreneurship development and employment generation of a country. 

11.  Role banks in international trade and finance. 

12.  Role of banking sector in financial inclusion of Bangladesh. 

13.  Role of banks in agricultural develo

14.  Role of banks in sustainable/green finance to overcome climate change challenges.  

15.  Role of banks in flourishing RMG sector and increasing remittance for Bangladesh.

16.  Role of banks in promoting Women E

17.  Major problems in banking sector. How to overcome all these problems. 

18.  Steps to be taken for bringing discipline/good governance in financial/banking sector. 

19.  ‘Ensuring Banking facility for the rural people of Bangladesh.

20. Write an essay on ‘The Role of Commercial Banks in the Development of Rural Bangladesh’. 

21.  ‘Important of Good Governance in Banks’. 

22.  Banking commission for bringing discipline in financial/banking sector. 

23.  Critically analyze the role of Central Bank in unstable banking sector. 

24.  IT security challenges in banking/financial sector: How to overcome? 

25. ‘How to Confront Cyber Crime in Financial Sector’. 

26.  Role of IT in banking sector/

27. What are the advantage and disadvantage of E

28.  Corporate Social Responsibility for banks. 

29.  Banking sector and its future challenges/Banking in future. 

30.  Paragraph: 

a) Inclusive banking 

b) Financial inclusion  

c) Sustainable Banking  

d) Online/Internet Banking 

e) gvbweK e¨vswKs 

f) BmjvwgK e¨vswKs  
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Written Topics: Banking 

Career in banks/Banking as a profession.   

Importance of Banks in the daily life of a citizen.     

Importance of banking sector in our national economy.  

‘The Functions of a Commercial Bank’      

Role of banks in economic development of Bangladesh.   

sustainable development/growth of a country.  

Discuss how commercial banks contribute to economic growth.  

‘Providing Rural Finance by Commercial Banks of Bangladesh: Challenges and Remedies’. 

Role of banks in entrepreneurship development and employment generation of a country. 

Role banks in international trade and finance.  

Role of banking sector in financial inclusion of Bangladesh.  

Role of banks in agricultural development and achieving food security. 

Role of banks in sustainable/green finance to overcome climate change challenges.  

Role of banks in flourishing RMG sector and increasing remittance for Bangladesh.

Role of banks in promoting Women Entrepreneurship in Bangladesh.  

Major problems in banking sector. How to overcome all these problems. 

Steps to be taken for bringing discipline/good governance in financial/banking sector. 

‘Ensuring Banking facility for the rural people of Bangladesh.’   

Write an essay on ‘The Role of Commercial Banks in the Development of Rural Bangladesh’. 

‘Important of Good Governance in Banks’.         [Modhumoti PO 17, BKB SO 17

Banking commission for bringing discipline in financial/banking sector. 

Critically analyze the role of Central Bank in unstable banking sector.  

IT security challenges in banking/financial sector: How to overcome? 

‘How to Confront Cyber Crime in Financial Sector’.    

Role of IT in banking sector/‘Digital Banking in Bangladesh’.   

What are the advantage and disadvantage of E-Banking in Bangladesh? 

e Social Responsibility for banks.  

Banking sector and its future challenges/Banking in future.  

 

Online/Internet Banking  
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 (BB AD 2006) 

 (BB Cash-O 17) 

 (Southeast Cash 17) 

 (Sonali Cash 10)  

 (BRC SO 08) 

‘Providing Rural Finance by Commercial Banks of Bangladesh: Challenges and Remedies’.  
[Bank Asia MTO 17] 

Role of banks in entrepreneurship development and employment generation of a country.  

pment and achieving food security.  [BKB Officer 11] 

Role of banks in sustainable/green finance to overcome climate change challenges.   

Role of banks in flourishing RMG sector and increasing remittance for Bangladesh. 

 

Major problems in banking sector. How to overcome all these problems.  

Steps to be taken for bringing discipline/good governance in financial/banking sector.  

  [Sonali Officer 10] 

Write an essay on ‘The Role of Commercial Banks in the Development of Rural Bangladesh’.  
[Janata AEO IT 16] 

[Modhumoti PO 17, BKB SO 17] 

Banking commission for bringing discipline in financial/banking sector.  

 

IT security challenges in banking/financial sector: How to overcome?  

 [Southeast Bank PO 16] 

 [City Bank PO 16] 

Banking in Bangladesh? [EXIM Bank TO 16]  
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1. Write an essay on ‘Career in banks/Banking as a profession’

Write a letter to your friend explaining why you choose banking as a career. 

Career simply means an occupation undertaken for a significant period of a person's life and with 

opportunities for progress. In broader sense, 

individual. Banking as a career is most adorable to the contemporary job seekers because of its 

reward, growth opportunities and social elegance. 

In our country, banking is a more or less

defined. Therefore, setting career goal is easy for the youngsters and windows are open for 

competition among all to reach the top in management. Defined job responsibilities, opportunities to 

excel knowledge and skill, available space to prove competency, gorgeous working ambience etc. has 

made banking attractive to young generation. Bankers bear several types financial risks and thus are 

paid a handsome salary and other gorgeous reward packages. A

must belong to an upper middle class society.    

Each and every profession requires a core value that has to be fortified throughout the service life to 

reach the zenith of career. Banking is a trust based ser

fundamental value requires being uplifted all times. People believe the priests, doctors, lawyers and 

bankers as all these professions are trust based. Hence, a banker must have to be a man of honesty 

and integrity to promote the value of banking by upholding trust in every sphere of personal life if 

s/he wishes to reach the acme of career. Without prudence in decision, experience in work, patience 

in pressure and commitment to work, none can be an adept banker in 

Success in banking career requires economics and business knowledge, communication, managerial 

and marketing skill, experience and foreseeing capacity and diligence above all. A banker must have 

to adapt the local and international banking

industry and the anticipated changes in near future. Without proper knowledge and skill 

development, a banker may ruin his career as well as employer organization as this profession 

carries huge financial risks. Often some bankers are accused for embezzlement and thus rub the 

shining of this glamorous profession which

There is a saying, bankers and drunkers always return home lately. Undoubtedly a banker takes huge 

workload as well as operational risk in his work. These sturdy service provisions, persistent 

integrity, corroborative safekeeping of valuables have made b
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in banks/Banking as a profession’ 

Write a letter to your friend explaining why you choose banking as a career. 

Career simply means an occupation undertaken for a significant period of a person's life and with 

opportunities for progress. In broader sense, a career is a holistic track of professional records of an 

individual. Banking as a career is most adorable to the contemporary job seekers because of its 

reward, growth opportunities and social elegance.     

In our country, banking is a more or less structured semi-corporate sector where the career path is 

defined. Therefore, setting career goal is easy for the youngsters and windows are open for 

competition among all to reach the top in management. Defined job responsibilities, opportunities to 

l knowledge and skill, available space to prove competency, gorgeous working ambience etc. has 

made banking attractive to young generation. Bankers bear several types financial risks and thus are 

paid a handsome salary and other gorgeous reward packages. As a professional community, bankers 

must belong to an upper middle class society.         

Each and every profession requires a core value that has to be fortified throughout the service life to 

reach the zenith of career. Banking is a trust based service sector where public confidence is the 

fundamental value requires being uplifted all times. People believe the priests, doctors, lawyers and 

bankers as all these professions are trust based. Hence, a banker must have to be a man of honesty 

y to promote the value of banking by upholding trust in every sphere of personal life if 

s/he wishes to reach the acme of career. Without prudence in decision, experience in work, patience 

in pressure and commitment to work, none can be an adept banker in his career.

Success in banking career requires economics and business knowledge, communication, managerial 

and marketing skill, experience and foreseeing capacity and diligence above all. A banker must have 

to adapt the local and international banking laws and practices, the rapidly changing banking 

industry and the anticipated changes in near future. Without proper knowledge and skill 

development, a banker may ruin his career as well as employer organization as this profession 

isks. Often some bankers are accused for embezzlement and thus rub the 

shining of this glamorous profession which is most unfortunate.  

There is a saying, bankers and drunkers always return home lately. Undoubtedly a banker takes huge 

l as operational risk in his work. These sturdy service provisions, persistent 

integrity, corroborative safekeeping of valuables have made banking a righteous profession.    
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Write a letter to your friend explaining why you choose banking as a career.  

Career simply means an occupation undertaken for a significant period of a person's life and with 

a career is a holistic track of professional records of an 

individual. Banking as a career is most adorable to the contemporary job seekers because of its 

   (3) 

corporate sector where the career path is 

defined. Therefore, setting career goal is easy for the youngsters and windows are open for 

competition among all to reach the top in management. Defined job responsibilities, opportunities to 

l knowledge and skill, available space to prove competency, gorgeous working ambience etc. has 

made banking attractive to young generation. Bankers bear several types financial risks and thus are 

s a professional community, bankers 

   (5) 

Each and every profession requires a core value that has to be fortified throughout the service life to 

vice sector where public confidence is the 

fundamental value requires being uplifted all times. People believe the priests, doctors, lawyers and 

bankers as all these professions are trust based. Hence, a banker must have to be a man of honesty 

y to promote the value of banking by upholding trust in every sphere of personal life if 

s/he wishes to reach the acme of career. Without prudence in decision, experience in work, patience 

his career.  (5) 

Success in banking career requires economics and business knowledge, communication, managerial 

and marketing skill, experience and foreseeing capacity and diligence above all. A banker must have 

laws and practices, the rapidly changing banking 

industry and the anticipated changes in near future. Without proper knowledge and skill 

development, a banker may ruin his career as well as employer organization as this profession 

isks. Often some bankers are accused for embezzlement and thus rub the 

   (4) 

There is a saying, bankers and drunkers always return home lately. Undoubtedly a banker takes huge 

l as operational risk in his work. These sturdy service provisions, persistent 

anking a righteous profession.    (3)              
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2. People trust on bankers as like as they believe doctors, lawyers and priests. People save 

their money in banks believing that they will get back their money return when 

demanded. However, in recent years a number of bankers have been accused for 

embezzlement of public fund. Experts are of the opinion that this is happening because of 

lack of ethics among bankers. Do you think so? Explain how to restore ethics in bankers. 

In recent years we have observed a number of scams involving huge volumes in banking s

where bankers are directly involved in embezzlement. This is not a new phenomenon that bankers 

are accused for involving corruption, however, in recent years this involvement has became 

contagious. I am totally agreed with the experts that this lack 

the banking industry and overall sector performance. 

Bankers are trustee of public fund and thus the banking system is running relying on public 

confidence. There are existing laws and practices for protecting depositor’s interest and insuring 

their deposits kept with banking system. However, only laws canno

evident in various scams in recent years. Ethical integration of the bankers only can protect 

embezzlement and restore public confidence on banking system. If proper ethical orientation cannot 

be conducted among bankers in th

run’.      

Political influence, pressure from owners group or any similar syndicate may influence bankers to 

conduct unlawful misuse of public fund as these factors are influentia

work against all these undue influence where honesty, integrity and ethical strength are their driving 

forces. Banking organizations are to find way how to restore ethical lesson among their employees. 

Perspectives of banks are different and grounds of fraud are also multidimensional. Very first there 

is needed to conduct a value free study to find the block holes that encourages bankers doing 

unethical involvement.   

Moral standard, religious practices, commitme

activities. Monetary and other beneficial incentives, organizational complements and recognition to 

employees, timely promotion and assurance for career development, merging unequal treatment 

among level of bankers may ensure building ethical base among bankers. Banks must have to ensure 

proper promotional treatment for the ethical and uncompassionate treatment for the unethical 

employees. There should have been a special tribunal for the banking sector to r

embezzlement cases frequently happening in recent time. Political consensus among the parties is 

urgent to ensure no tolerance and political patronization of the 

When bankers will treat public fund as a sacred res

embezzlement will be reduced to zero level. This ethical standard is not easy to restore and requires 

an integrated approach from bankers, bank owners, regulators, politicians, and all other 

stakeholders. Ethics in bankers is the only thing that may stop all other black forces to acquire public 

fund embezzlement.      
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People trust on bankers as like as they believe doctors, lawyers and priests. People save 

their money in banks believing that they will get back their money return when 

demanded. However, in recent years a number of bankers have been accused for 

nt of public fund. Experts are of the opinion that this is happening because of 

lack of ethics among bankers. Do you think so? Explain how to restore ethics in bankers. 

In recent years we have observed a number of scams involving huge volumes in banking s

where bankers are directly involved in embezzlement. This is not a new phenomenon that bankers 

are accused for involving corruption, however, in recent years this involvement has became 

contagious. I am totally agreed with the experts that this lack of ethics is alarming for the stability of 

ll sector performance.     

Bankers are trustee of public fund and thus the banking system is running relying on public 

confidence. There are existing laws and practices for protecting depositor’s interest and insuring 

their deposits kept with banking system. However, only laws cannot protect public fund which is 

evident in various scams in recent years. Ethical integration of the bankers only can protect 

embezzlement and restore public confidence on banking system. If proper ethical orientation cannot 

be conducted among bankers in this critical time of banking industry, we may have to see a ‘bank 

       

Political influence, pressure from owners group or any similar syndicate may influence bankers to 

conduct unlawful misuse of public fund as these factors are influential in our country. Bankers are to 

work against all these undue influence where honesty, integrity and ethical strength are their driving 

forces. Banking organizations are to find way how to restore ethical lesson among their employees. 

are different and grounds of fraud are also multidimensional. Very first there 

is needed to conduct a value free study to find the block holes that encourages bankers doing 

       

Moral standard, religious practices, commitment to services etc. restricts one doing unethical 

activities. Monetary and other beneficial incentives, organizational complements and recognition to 

employees, timely promotion and assurance for career development, merging unequal treatment 

bankers may ensure building ethical base among bankers. Banks must have to ensure 

proper promotional treatment for the ethical and uncompassionate treatment for the unethical 

employees. There should have been a special tribunal for the banking sector to r

embezzlement cases frequently happening in recent time. Political consensus among the parties is 

urgent to ensure no tolerance and political patronization of the dishonest bankers.         

When bankers will treat public fund as a sacred resource and think themselves as trustee, the 

embezzlement will be reduced to zero level. This ethical standard is not easy to restore and requires 

an integrated approach from bankers, bank owners, regulators, politicians, and all other 

n bankers is the only thing that may stop all other black forces to acquire public 
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 People trust on bankers as like as they believe doctors, lawyers and priests. People save 

their money in banks believing that they will get back their money return when 

demanded. However, in recent years a number of bankers have been accused for 

nt of public fund. Experts are of the opinion that this is happening because of 

lack of ethics among bankers. Do you think so? Explain how to restore ethics in bankers.  

In recent years we have observed a number of scams involving huge volumes in banking sector 

where bankers are directly involved in embezzlement. This is not a new phenomenon that bankers 

are accused for involving corruption, however, in recent years this involvement has became 

of ethics is alarming for the stability of 

   (3) 

Bankers are trustee of public fund and thus the banking system is running relying on public 

confidence. There are existing laws and practices for protecting depositor’s interest and insuring 

t protect public fund which is 

evident in various scams in recent years. Ethical integration of the bankers only can protect 

embezzlement and restore public confidence on banking system. If proper ethical orientation cannot 

is critical time of banking industry, we may have to see a ‘bank 

   (5) 

Political influence, pressure from owners group or any similar syndicate may influence bankers to 

l in our country. Bankers are to 

work against all these undue influence where honesty, integrity and ethical strength are their driving 

forces. Banking organizations are to find way how to restore ethical lesson among their employees. 

are different and grounds of fraud are also multidimensional. Very first there 

is needed to conduct a value free study to find the block holes that encourages bankers doing 

   (5) 

nt to services etc. restricts one doing unethical 

activities. Monetary and other beneficial incentives, organizational complements and recognition to 

employees, timely promotion and assurance for career development, merging unequal treatment 

bankers may ensure building ethical base among bankers. Banks must have to ensure 

proper promotional treatment for the ethical and uncompassionate treatment for the unethical 

employees. There should have been a special tribunal for the banking sector to resolve the 

embezzlement cases frequently happening in recent time. Political consensus among the parties is 

dishonest bankers.          (5) 

ource and think themselves as trustee, the 

embezzlement will be reduced to zero level. This ethical standard is not easy to restore and requires 

an integrated approach from bankers, bank owners, regulators, politicians, and all other 

n bankers is the only thing that may stop all other black forces to acquire public 

   (3) 
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3. Problematic of banking sector have been listed at the top of widely discussed issue

recent years. People are well aware 

banking sector. What are problems you find most distressing? How to overcome all these 

problems?   

Problems of banking sector is a much talk topic for last few years where banking sector has been 

accused for overburden non-performing loans, consistent capital shortfall and poor management 

influenced by ravenous politics. However, I am seeing all these are outcomes, not are the problems at 

all. Actually problems are few, outcomes are numerous. To me, top five problems are:

a) Ambivalent Regulation:

which is functionally controlled by Ministry of Finance. Ministry controlled SCBs bearing NPL 

more than 27% where BB regulated private sector banks have only 6% NPL

b) Poor Governance: Insatiable and reckless bank investor directors accompanying with 

compromising management mutually have made banks like a grocery store. There is little 

independence of the management in conducting banking operation and bank owners 

influence over management to favor undue embezzlement of public fund.       

c) Undue Politicization: When politicians controls legislature, business and banking 

simultaneously, it is not surprising that people with zero knowledge of banking, industry and 

finance are appointing as the directors in nationalized banks. Basic bank, Hall Mark, Bismillah 

cases are the very recent lesson. 

d) Poor Prosecution and Political Empathy: 

burglars. Loan defaulters are publicly known figu

seems that they are above the law.       

e) Deceitful Legal Amendments:

several times and very recently its being change again to establish familial thr

sector banks.  

The unwholesome banking sector is not fit to fight against the existing difficulties. Situation may 

ameliorate if and only if any visionary leadership conclude to see banking industry as a limpid and 

vibrant one, to establish an independent central bank and to handover the industry to 

experts and bankers.   
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of banking sector have been listed at the top of widely discussed issue

eople are well aware and disappointed for the prevailing

banking sector. What are problems you find most distressing? How to overcome all these 

Problems of banking sector is a much talk topic for last few years where banking sector has been 

performing loans, consistent capital shortfall and poor management 

influenced by ravenous politics. However, I am seeing all these are outcomes, not are the problems at 

all. Actually problems are few, outcomes are numerous. To me, top five problems are:

Ambivalent Regulation: Bangladesh Bank has very little control over the state owned banks 

which is functionally controlled by Ministry of Finance. Ministry controlled SCBs bearing NPL 

more than 27% where BB regulated private sector banks have only 6% NPL

Insatiable and reckless bank investor directors accompanying with 

compromising management mutually have made banks like a grocery store. There is little 

independence of the management in conducting banking operation and bank owners 

luence over management to favor undue embezzlement of public fund.       

: When politicians controls legislature, business and banking 

simultaneously, it is not surprising that people with zero knowledge of banking, industry and 

e are appointing as the directors in nationalized banks. Basic bank, Hall Mark, Bismillah 

cases are the very recent lesson.  

Poor Prosecution and Political Empathy: We have no history of stance against Bank 

burglars. Loan defaulters are publicly known figures, business or political leaders and it 

seems that they are above the law.              

Deceitful Legal Amendments: Banking Companies Act, 1991 has been subjected guinea pig 

several times and very recently its being change again to establish familial thr

The unwholesome banking sector is not fit to fight against the existing difficulties. Situation may 

ameliorate if and only if any visionary leadership conclude to see banking industry as a limpid and 

an independent central bank and to handover the industry to 
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 of banking sector have been listed at the top of widely discussed issues in 

prevailing problems in 

banking sector. What are problems you find most distressing? How to overcome all these 

Problems of banking sector is a much talk topic for last few years where banking sector has been 

performing loans, consistent capital shortfall and poor management 

influenced by ravenous politics. However, I am seeing all these are outcomes, not are the problems at 

all. Actually problems are few, outcomes are numerous. To me, top five problems are:  

Bangladesh Bank has very little control over the state owned banks 

which is functionally controlled by Ministry of Finance. Ministry controlled SCBs bearing NPL 

more than 27% where BB regulated private sector banks have only 6% NPL.   

Insatiable and reckless bank investor directors accompanying with 

compromising management mutually have made banks like a grocery store. There is little 

independence of the management in conducting banking operation and bank owners 

luence over management to favor undue embezzlement of public fund.        

: When politicians controls legislature, business and banking 

simultaneously, it is not surprising that people with zero knowledge of banking, industry and 

e are appointing as the directors in nationalized banks. Basic bank, Hall Mark, Bismillah 

We have no history of stance against Bank 

res, business or political leaders and it 

Banking Companies Act, 1991 has been subjected guinea pig 

several times and very recently its being change again to establish familial throne in private 

The unwholesome banking sector is not fit to fight against the existing difficulties. Situation may 

ameliorate if and only if any visionary leadership conclude to see banking industry as a limpid and 

an independent central bank and to handover the industry to banking 
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4. Critically analyze the role of Central Bank in unstable banking sector. 

Double figure NPL rate, more than 7 thousand crore taka capital shortfall, some 3 to 4 th

crore sized scams in recent times may let to doubt that we have a central bank at all. Ambivalent 

regulation, political burglary, zero governance, suicidal legal amendments of banking laws etc. have 

made the scope of our central bank narrower to reg

Beside many failures in banking regulation, our Central Bank has a glorious performance in 

prudential implementation of monetary policy, successful stance against recent world economic 

depression, promoting financial in

above all in introducing the notion of humanitarian banking. Judicious management of foreign 

reserve by the central bank has strengthened the macroeconomic skeleton as well as the banking 

sector simultaneously. Relying on the confidence of Central Bank’s Governor, we dreamed to build 

Padma Bridge through self finance. Our Central Bank has taken many effectual stances that have 

opened the door of banks for the mass people which have bee

Central Bank’s autonomy has been curtailed by various amendments in banking laws as well as 

authoritative administrative stances resulting in establishment of banking division under Ministry of 

Finance. When Central Bank has no fu

ridiculous to accuse CB solely for the presenting turbulence. However, taking the issues in concern it 

cannot be said that our Central Bank is passionate to use its limited power for bringing disci

Compromise by the Central Bank’s top management with publicly known defaulters has been 

discussed widely in many times. 

To let to play its role independently, Central Bank’s autonomy is most crucial. Government should 

realize and rely on the institutional strength of Central Bank to regulate the banking industry. 

Otherwise over politicization may let to roll a bank run in n

should be given instrument independence to attain the government’s macroeconomic targets. Only a 

mutually supportive check and balance among government and central bank may ensure strengthen 

banking industry and a responsible central bank. 
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Critically analyze the role of Central Bank in unstable banking sector. 

Double figure NPL rate, more than 7 thousand crore taka capital shortfall, some 3 to 4 th

crore sized scams in recent times may let to doubt that we have a central bank at all. Ambivalent 

regulation, political burglary, zero governance, suicidal legal amendments of banking laws etc. have 

made the scope of our central bank narrower to regulate the sector judiciously.  

Beside many failures in banking regulation, our Central Bank has a glorious performance in 

prudential implementation of monetary policy, successful stance against recent world economic 

depression, promoting financial inclusion, encouraging SME sector and sustainable financing and 

above all in introducing the notion of humanitarian banking. Judicious management of foreign 

reserve by the central bank has strengthened the macroeconomic skeleton as well as the banking 

simultaneously. Relying on the confidence of Central Bank’s Governor, we dreamed to build 

Padma Bridge through self finance. Our Central Bank has taken many effectual stances that have 

opened the door of banks for the mass people which have been praised from many corners.

Central Bank’s autonomy has been curtailed by various amendments in banking laws as well as 

authoritative administrative stances resulting in establishment of banking division under Ministry of 

Finance. When Central Bank has no functional control over the state owned banks, it might seem 

ridiculous to accuse CB solely for the presenting turbulence. However, taking the issues in concern it 

cannot be said that our Central Bank is passionate to use its limited power for bringing disci

Compromise by the Central Bank’s top management with publicly known defaulters has been 

dely in many times.        

To let to play its role independently, Central Bank’s autonomy is most crucial. Government should 

realize and rely on the institutional strength of Central Bank to regulate the banking industry. 

Otherwise over politicization may let to roll a bank run in near future and bank failure. Central Bank 

should be given instrument independence to attain the government’s macroeconomic targets. Only a 

mutually supportive check and balance among government and central bank may ensure strengthen 

responsible central bank.     
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 Critically analyze the role of Central Bank in unstable banking sector.  

Double figure NPL rate, more than 7 thousand crore taka capital shortfall, some 3 to 4 thousand 

crore sized scams in recent times may let to doubt that we have a central bank at all. Ambivalent 

regulation, political burglary, zero governance, suicidal legal amendments of banking laws etc. have 

ulate the sector judiciously.    (2) 

Beside many failures in banking regulation, our Central Bank has a glorious performance in 

prudential implementation of monetary policy, successful stance against recent world economic 

clusion, encouraging SME sector and sustainable financing and 

above all in introducing the notion of humanitarian banking. Judicious management of foreign 

reserve by the central bank has strengthened the macroeconomic skeleton as well as the banking 

simultaneously. Relying on the confidence of Central Bank’s Governor, we dreamed to build 

Padma Bridge through self finance. Our Central Bank has taken many effectual stances that have 

rom many corners.     (4) 

Central Bank’s autonomy has been curtailed by various amendments in banking laws as well as 

authoritative administrative stances resulting in establishment of banking division under Ministry of 

nctional control over the state owned banks, it might seem 

ridiculous to accuse CB solely for the presenting turbulence. However, taking the issues in concern it 

cannot be said that our Central Bank is passionate to use its limited power for bringing discipline. 

Compromise by the Central Bank’s top management with publicly known defaulters has been 

   (4) 

To let to play its role independently, Central Bank’s autonomy is most crucial. Government should 

realize and rely on the institutional strength of Central Bank to regulate the banking industry. 

ear future and bank failure. Central Bank 

should be given instrument independence to attain the government’s macroeconomic targets. Only a 

mutually supportive check and balance among government and central bank may ensure strengthen 

   (4)    
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পাের?     

ïaygvÎ ÓivR‰bwZK mw`”Qv I mykvmbÓ Avi Ó

mn‡RB Kwg‡q Avbv m¤¢e Ges GZ`wel‡q Ab¨ mKj c`

e¨vsK FY †Ljvwc n‡Z cv‡i cÖavbZ ỳwU Kvi

aŸm|  

miKvwi gvwjKvbvaxb e¨vsK mg~‡n ivR‰bwZK we

†hLv‡b †emiKvwi e¨vsK mg~‡n GB nvi gvÎ 6

m¤ú„³vi AwZ D”Pnvi e‡j †`q mv¤úªwZK mg

we‡ewPZ| Avevi A_©‰bwZK g›`v, e¨emvwqK ÿwZ A_ev ~̀N©UbvRwbZ Kvi

†ÿ‡Î FY Aby‡gv`‡bi †ÿ‡Î e¨vsKvi‡`i A`~i`wk©Zv, A`ÿZv A_ev D

†Ljvwc F‡Yi jvMvg †U‡b ai‡Z ZvB wb‡¤œv

(1) ivR‰bwZK bq, eis †ckvMZ `ÿZv I AwfÁZv, mZZv I b¨vqcivqbZvi 

e¨vs‡Ki cl©‡`i m`m¨ Ges ‡gavex I †hvM¨ Kg©KZ©v

†m‡ÿ‡Î ivR‰bwZK mw`”QvB me‡P‡q eo wbqvgK wbtm

(2) e¨vswKs †m±i wbqš¿‡bi GKK KZ©„Z¡ ev

†Ljvwc‡`i Rb¨ kw³kvjx I cÖ‡qvM‡hvM¨ AvBb cÖbqb, 

cvwievwiK I ivR‰bwZK KZ…©‡Z¡i Aemvb Ki

(3) e¨vsKvi‡`i †ckvMZ `ÿZv I g‡bvbœqb, Avw_©K wbðqZv Avi AvBwb myiÿv wbwðZKi

RvMÖZ Ki‡Z Kvh©Kix c`‡ÿc MÖnb Riæix hv e¨vswKs Lv

fvj I g›` FYMÖwnZv‡K Avjv`v Ki‡Z mg_© n

(4) e¨emvwqK g›`v I SuzwK RwbZ Kvi‡b †

g›` FY Av`v‡qi m¤¢vebv _vKvq ivóªx‡K wb

(5) FY †Ljvwc‡`i‡K AvBwb I ivR‰bwZKfv

GKgvÎ mvgvwRK cÖwZôvb mg~‡ni m¤ú„³ZvB FY 

†_‡K RvwZ‡K †ei K‡i Avbv †Kvbfv‡eB m¤¢e bq|  

Avgv‡`i †`‡k FY †Ljvwciv mvgvwRK I ivR

c‡ivÿ wbqš¿KI e‡U hv RvwZi AwfiæwP‡K cÖkœwe× K

ZvB FY †Ljvwci D×©g~Lx avivi jvMvg †

gva¨‡gB wbwðZ Kiv m¤¢e|   
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Qv I mykvmbÓ Avi Ó†KŠkjMZ `ÿZvÓ - GB ỳwU welq wbwðZ Ki‡Z cvi

q Ab¨ mKj c`‡ÿc ¸‡jv‡K e„nrfv‡e GB ỳwU wel‡qi g‡a¨ AšÍf©y

i cÖavbZ ỳwU Kvi‡b,  1) cl©` I e¨vsKvi‡`i ~̀Y©xwZ, AbwfÁZv I A`ÿZv   2) e¨emvwqK g

bwZK we‡ePbvq wb‡qvM cÖvß cl©‡`i Kvi‡bB nq‡Zv g›` 

n GB nvi gvÎ 6-7%| GKBmv‡_ ỳ`‡Ki Kiv gvgjvi cwimsL¨v‡b †

q mv¤úªwZK mg‡q e¨vsKvi‡`i ~̀bx©wZ KZUv gvÎv Qvwo‡q‡Q †hUv ‡Ljvwc FY m

v, e¨emvwqK ÿwZ A_ev ~̀N©UbvRwbZ Kvi‡bI e¨vsK FY †Ljvwc n

i A`~i`wk©Zv, A`ÿZv A_ev D”P SzwK MÖn‡bi gZ Kvib `vqx| e¨vswKs Lv

¤œv³ K‡qKwU c`‡ÿc h‡_ó e‡j g‡b Kwit 

ckvMZ `ÿZv I AwfÁZv, mZZv I b¨vqcivqbZvi gvcKvwV‡Z wePvi K‡i 

hvM¨ Kg©KZ©v†`i e¨vsK cwiPvjbvq wb‡qvM w`‡q mykvm‡bi cÖ_g avc wbwðZ Ki

q eo wbqvgK wbtm‡›`‡n|   

Z¡ evsjv‡`k e¨vsK‡K cÖ`vb K‡i Gi AwaKZi ÿgZvqb Ges ØvwqZ¡kxjZv wbwðZ K

hvM¨ AvBb cÖbqb, †¯úkvj UªvBeybvj MVb K‡i ª̀æZ wePvi wbwðZ Kiv mn 

Z¡i Aemvb Ki‡Z n‡e hv GKBmv‡_ mykvmb Avi mÿgZv‡K cÖwZwôZ Ki

bvbœqb, Avw_©K wbðqZv Avi AvBwb myiÿv wbwðZKi‡bi cvkvcvwk ˆbwZK wkÿv I g~j¨

ÿc MÖnb Riæix hv e¨vswKs Lv‡Zi mykvmb wdiv‡Z Acwinvh© Ges Gi d‡

Z mg_© n‡eb Ges A‰bwZK kw³i weiæ‡× k³ Ae ’̄vb wb‡Z cvi

†Ljvwc FYMÖnxZv‡`i‡K e¨emvwqKfv‡e c~be©vmb I bZzb FY cÖ`v

K wb‡g©vnfv‡e ØvwqZ¡ wb‡q g›` FY e¨e ’̄vcbv c×wZ‡Z ms¯‹vi Avb

bwZKfv‡e c„ô‡cvlKZv bv K‡i eis mvgvwRKfv‡e eR©‡bi ms¯

ZvB FY †Ljvwc‡K Mwn©Z Aciva wn‡m‡e mgv‡R cÖwZwôZ Ki

eB m¤¢e bq|   

Ljvwciv mvgvwRK I ivR‰bwZKfv‡e cÖwZwôZ, cÖfvekvjx GgbwK ‡Kvb †Kvb 

‡K cÖkœwe× K‡i, ˆbwZK †`DwjqvZ¡‡K cÖKU K‡i †Zv‡j, Avw_©K eywbq

†U‡b ai‡Z mykvmb Avi `ÿZvB †kl K_v hv GKgvÎ ivR
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Z cvi‡jB FY †Ljvwci msL¨v Lye 

a¨ AšÍf©y³ Kiv †h‡Z cv‡i|  

i ~̀Y©xwZ, AbwfÁZv I A`ÿZv   2) e¨emvwqK g›`v I 

›` F‡Yi nvi cÖvq GK-Z…Zxqvsk 

†ckvRxex‡`i g‡a¨ e¨vsKvi‡`i 

Ljvwc FY m„wói Ab¨Zg Kvib e‡j 

Ljvwc n‡Z cv‡i hvi Rb¨ †ewkifvM 

bi gZ Kvib `vqx| e¨vswKs Lv‡Zi µgea©gvb 

i †K› ª̀xq e¨vsK Mfb©i, miKvix 

bi cÖ_g avc wbwðZ Ki‡Z n‡e Avi 

i Gi AwaKZi ÿgZvqb Ges ØvwqZ¡kxjZv wbwðZ K‡i e¨vsK 

i ª̀æZ wePvi wbwðZ Kiv mn †emiKvix e¨vs‡K 

K cÖwZwôZ Ki‡e|  

bi cvkvcvwk ˆbwZK wkÿv I g~j¨‡eva 

‡j †ckvMZfv‡e `ÿ e¨vsKviiv 

Z cvi‡eb|  

e c~be©vmb I bZzb FY cÖ`v‡bi e¨e ’̄v _vK‡j c~‡e©i 

vi Avb‡Z n‡e|  

bi ms¯‹…wZ M‡o Zzj‡Z n‡e Ges 

R cÖwZwôZ Ki‡Z cv‡i hv Qvov GB ms¯‹…wZ 

Kvb †ÿ‡Î e¨vsK I Avw_©KLv‡Zi 

j, Avw_©K eywbqv`‡K eiev` K‡i| 

kl K_v hv GKgvÎ ivR‰bwZK ms¯‹vi Avi mw`”Qvi 


